Observations in Nature
Watercolor Landscape Sketches along the Ohio River

Wednesday, July 12, 6:00 – 8:30 pm
at REFS: 99 Harrison Court
Melbourne, KY 41059
Presented by Professor Brad McCombs

Class will include: a hike into the wetlands* and along the Ohio River, a landscape demonstration in the field, and instruction with Art Professor Brad McCombs.
* The trails may be muddy and the fields may be buggy, so wear sneakers or boots and plan to douse with bug spray.

Class size: Limit of 15 people. Fee: $10 per person by cash or check to: NKU Biological Sciences (REFS)
• REGISTER** by e-mailing REFS Director: Dr. Durtsche, durtsche@nku.edu
**Please e-mail at least 12 hours before the event to allow response regarding class space.